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Blog Support Terms. Open now. It's a common question for any Porsche owner: do you daily
drive that thing? Well, for a few blissful months after I bought my Cayman my answer was yes.
And it was a truly fantastic daily driver during that time, even though it was March in Chicago.
As it turns out, a Cayman in the snow can actually be quite fun - as long as you have the right
tires! In my video I cover the 4 main benefits as well as some of the drawbacks. The main
benefits I go over are:. Convenience features: The Cayman has a place to put your smartphone,
hang your dry cleaning, and keep your coffee readily available. The video below covers all these
plus I explore the drawbacks as well as some other perks and quirks of daily driving an older
Porsche Cayman! About the author: Noah Kaczor is a year old car enthusiast and YouTuber
from the great state of Michigan, who currently lives in Texas. He started my YouTube channel,
Mechonomist, in when he was living in a run-down apartment and studying economics at the
University of Michigan. Now he's the proud owner of a Cayman, which has become the most
featured vehicle on his channel. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. What makes a year old Porsche Cayman such a good daily driver? The main
benefits I go over are: 1. Fuel economy: How often should you expect to fill up? What else to
Expect The video below covers all these plus I explore the drawbacks as well as some other
perks and quirks of daily driving an older Porsche Cayman! Share on Facebook. Share Share
Pin It. Previous Post. Next Post. Subscribe to the first and only source of original
Porsche-related content. Understanding it when Choosing Tires. Looking for something? Stay
Connected With Flatsixes. Share this post. Get access to exclusive Porsche related content,
contests and giveaways. Manufactured in the U. Plug-n-Play Installation -Providing a truly
plug-n-play installation, anyone capable of replacing a fog-light bulb can install these LED
Spars. A Few Testimonials "These spars just make the car look so much better. I don't think
anyone can argue that. They are the 1 thing I get questions and comments about whenever I
take the car out, and among the many changes I've made, that's saying a lot" - DREW. My car
has dozens of modifications, so for any one to stand out is testament to how remarkable it is!.
Thousands of Happy Customers! Thousands of owners from around the world gave there
Cayman a much needed facelift with these very bright LEDs while protecting their AC
condensers and radiators. My car now looks classy and aggressive at the same time. I had
plans to swap the front end for a GT3 one, but seeing the similarities of the two and now with
your LED spars, I'm definitely staying with the spars. Keep the great work up! This warranty has
no provision for damage due to misuse, modification, impact, accident, collision or failure to

follow the waterproofing step as described in step 15 from the supplied installation instructions.
We will be happy to provide the labor and potting material to install your replacement LED array
assembly. You would assume shipping costs to return a damaged or out of warranty unit to us
along with your payment for the replacement LED array. Also, this newest design features
brighter and whiter LEDs. Artist's concept of a hypothetical planet orbiting far from the Sun.
Hurt IPAC. Caltech researchers have found mathematical evidence suggesting there may be a
"Planet X" deep in the solar system. This hypothetical Neptune-sized planet orbits our Sun in a
highly elongated orbit far beyond Pluto. The object, which the researchers have nicknamed
"Planet Nine," could have a mass about 10 times that of Earth and orbit about 20 times farther
from the Sun on average than Neptune. It may take between 10, and 20, Earth years to make one
full orbit around the Sun. The announcement does not mean there is a new planet in our solar
system. The existence of this distant world is only theoretical at this point and no direct
observation of the object nicknamed "Planet 9" have been made. The mathematical prediction
of a planet could explain the unique orbits of some smaller objects in the Kuiper Belt, a distant
region of icy debris that extends far beyond the orbit of Neptune. Astronomers are now
searching for the predicted planet. In January , Caltech astronomers Konstantin Batygin and
Mike Brown announced new research that provides evidence of a giant planet tracing an
unusual, elongated orbit in the outer solar system. The prediction is based on detailed
mathematical modeling and computer simulations, not direct observation. This large object
could explain the unique orbits of at least five smaller objects discovered in the distant Kuiper
Belt. It's too early to say with certainty there's a so-called Planet X. What we're seeing is an early
prediction based on modeling from limited observations. It's the start of a process that could
lead to an exciting result. The Caltech scientists believe Planet X may have has a mass about 10
times that of Earth and be similar in size to Uranus or Neptune. The predicted orbit is about 20
times farther from our Sun on average than Neptune which orbits the Sun at an average
distance of 2. It would take this new planet between 10, and 20, years to make just one full orbit
around the Sun where Neptune completes an orbit roughly every years. Planet X has not yet
been discovered, and there is debate in the scientific community about whether it exists. The
prediction in the Jan. Batygin and Brown nicknamed their predicted object "Planet Nine," but
the actual naming rights of an object go to the person who actually discovers it. The name used
during previous hunts for the long suspected giant, undiscovered object beyond Neptune is
"Planet X. If the predicted world is found, the name must be approved by the International
Astronomical Union. Planets are traditionally named for mythological Roman gods.
Astronomers studying the Kuiper Belt have noticed some of the dwarf planets and other small,
icy objects tend to follow orbits that cluster together. By analyzing these orbits, the Caltech
team predicted the possibility that a large, previously undiscovered planet may be hiding far
beyond Pluto. They estimate the gravity of this potential planet might explain the unusual orbits
of those Kuiper objects. Astronomers, including Batygin and Brown, will begin using the
world's most powerful telescopes to search for the object in its predicted orbit. Any object that
far away from the Sun will be very faint and hard to detect, but astronomers calculate that it
should be possible to see it using existing telescopes. That is why we're publishing this paper.
We hope that other people are going to get inspired and start searching. Or we'll determine an
alternate explanation for the data that we've received so far. Konstantin Batygin and Michael E.
In Depth In January , Caltech astronomers Konstantin Batygin and Mike Brown announced new
research that provides evidence of a giant planet tracing an unusual, elongated orbit in the
outer solar system. When was it Discovered? What is its Name? A planet in an unlikely orbit
around a double star light-years away may offer a clue to a mystery closer to home: the
hypothesized "Planet Nine. What drives Perseverance's mission and what will it do at the Red
Planet? Here are seven things to know. NASA's Curiosity Mars rover has started a road trip that
will continue through the summer across roughly a mile 1. The competition will help advance
the design of a mechanical rover to explore the surface of Venus. You may be able to help
Curiosity rover drivers better navigate Mars using the online tool AI4Mars to label terrain
features. People's Voice voting is underway. A team of researchers have found a distant Kuiper
Belt Object with an orbit that supports the theory of a distant, undiscovered large planet on the
far edge of our solar system. The exploration of the solar system is uniquely poised to bring
planetary scientists, worldwide, together under the common theme of understanding the origin,
evolution and bodies of our solar neighborhood. International Mission Opportunities and
Participation. Astrophysics Division assets have been used in the past to support planetary
science research activities and planetary missions. Juno to Jupiter: On Its Way! Astronomers
have known for many years that stars form when the cores of giant clouds of cold molecular
material fragment and collapse. Free-Floating Planets Confirmed. When the three main engines
of the Space Shuttle thunder to life during the launch of Discovery, their roar not only marks

astronauts once again venturing into space but also trumpets a salute to the man whose vision
made such a journey possible. Astronomers from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the U.
Naval Observatory have solved the ancient mystery of the origin of the Chinese calendar, it was
reported to the nd meeting of the American Astronomical Society today in Berkeley, Calif. Click
for more. Flying over an Extraterrestrial Land of Lakes. Porsche has limited the true capabilities
and character of the flat six engine by fitting the We decided on this design as it offers an
incredible sound when you have the pedal down, but it is VERY refined when driving around
town. The SOUL mufflers practically eliminate droning â€” even with aftermarket catless
headers the sound is reserved during partial throttle! Expect no check engine lights, only a grin
every time you accelerate. Choose from a variety of stainless exhaust tips in different styles and
finishes â€” or contact us to customize your own set! Titanium single wall tips are also available
and save nearly a pound of weight over stainless steel tips! New high grade hardware is
included for the header to exhaust flanges. Thorough installation instructions are included in
the box for a straightforward install that can be performed by most DIY enthusiasts. Our team
will quickly work with you to resolve any issues or answer any questions that you may have.
Drew Woodside â€” July 13, Would like to make a mention to SOUL Performance for the
amazing quality and excellent customer service. This Pennsylvania based company recently
opened a brand new state of the art facility in Willow Grove. From the point I showed up til the
time I was ready to come pick the car up, they gave me step by step updates on everything they
were doing with the car. The car received the cat-less competition headers along with the back
section with a upgraded muffler to reduce the drone. The tone is absolutely amazing, and the
drive ability of this exhaust is amazing. I would recommend them to anyone. Mike Hinton â€”
August 10, The full kit shipped the same day as order, the personalization our Boost Brothers
Garage logo was gorgeous, and the customer service was top notch! Matt Wade â€” August 11,
Either way, I believe there is value to be absorbed regardless of your initial plan of attack. Let
me start by explaining that I originate from a bias that all Porsche exhausts are overpriced and
take our elegant German masterpieces from top shelf sound with a side of heavy restriction, to
loud, uncomplimentary, and debilitating exhaust notes. I wholeheartedly understand your pain.
Let me anchor that down by noting I have multiple vehicles with LOUD exhausts, and prefer
them that way. After a combination of understanding the incompetency the exhaust market had
to offer for my Porsche Cayman Lord was I wrong. The Customer Service is just that good. By
the way â€” No exhaust video does this exhaust justice; you have to hear it in person. A few
healthy conversations later, I was at the Soul Performance Products Headquarters watching my
perfectly stock I verb scavenge due to the excessively surprising rate at which these gentleman
removed my exhaust although it was more of a sophisticated dance considering it went so
smoothly. Wait, they haveâ€¦ quite often. The new competition system on my vehicle roared,
granted we were indoors and acoustics were offering a much better delivery of audible
euphoria, yet once we got outdoors to tell earth I was back, and get a first impression of the
situation while being primary in the cockpit, It was a totally different feel. The added power
gains are noticeable as well, quite so. Being grateful for the opportunity, I kept finding new
excitement with every acceleration, downshift, anything. This would be due to the lack of delay
between commands and how the vehicle responds, and speaks back to you through the
exhaust, compared to stock. If you are on the fence about making the move to this exhaust, or
any component of it, because you want to custom build something yourself, or you still think
they all sound similar and are overpriced, do yourself a favor and invest in you, your car, and
your future experiences spent together. Besides, you already spent enough time reading this all
the way through, how have you not convinced yourself by now that this is the ONLY way to go?
Solid build, superior fitment and high quality components! Replacing a loud 2 separate pipe
speed-shop-special with the Soul cat-back system on my Cayman Sâ€¦too many 5am commutes
thru small town cop-ville inspired the purchase. Glad I did. Almost a musical mix, well balanced
and blended. Coming off the screamer exhaust I had on her, I really am not disappointed in the
sound level. Seat-of-the-pants dyno tells me she pulls a bit more crisply, she likes the balanced
back-pressure that was absent before. Customer service and support is unsurpassed,
questions answered promptly, adjustment of parts shipped immediately. Highly recommended! I
would say save some of your lunch money and DO IT! Joe C â€” November 13, Fit this system
up to my 06 CS MT. Unfortunately it was dreadful pulling up my small town hills at the 35mph
speed limit during my pre-dawn commute. Droned so bad, lights in houses were snapping on as
I passed! After buying the OEM over-engineered Porsche mounting system that was missing
from my current 2-pt rubber hanger setup, I finally put this system on. Fired her up and what a
difference! Old system was 2 separate pipes with glass pak looking muffs welded at 45 degrees
to the hacked off OEM exhaust piping. Jacking it up on the I cloverleaf and blasting onto the
highway never over 55 I am most satisfied. Still can rattle the bridge hardware when passing

under but most tame hitting the city streets beyond. Most recommended! I am impressed! I can
absolutely recommend this system for the I chose the satin X pipe tips on the set and screams
quality, impressive when an American company can still produce world-class products. Go for
it! My wife also thanks ya. Nik â€” October 19, I just want to share the great experience I had
with Soul. I ordered the cat back exhaust for my The parts are beautifully finished and went on
super easily. The sound is incredible as well. A really high quality tone and in my opinion a
perfect volume. Drone at highway speeds is near zero and not obnoxious at all and it absolutely
screams up top. Mike was also extremely helpful throughout the entire process and answered
all my questions and just exceeded all my expectations for customer service. TwothTeeth â€”
February 12, Exhaust Report â€” sounds fantastic in person. No drone at all! Just a little groan
when you get on it between 2k â€” 3k RPMS. Highly recommend Soul Performance. At one point
I needed to make an expedited left turn onto a two lane highway and quickly get up to speed
from a dead stop. Dave â€” September 24, With the old system, I was literally in fear of early
morn tickets on a rather large climb up from the Mohawk River. Once cut loose, the SOUL
system sang a wonderful howl-tune! I have since added one of the first cat-headers they
offered. The whole system is wonderful. Precise build, top quality materials and superior
customer service. Ray Horan â€” January 10, Thanks to Paul and the crew at Soul, the exhaust
was installed at their shop today. Everyone there was great and the hour ride back home was
even better. Looking forward to seeing you guys again at Hershey in April. The car felt
noticeably faster across the rev range, not night and day, but definitely noticeable. A 10 bhp
bump is not overreaching IMO. Saying the sound is improved is beating a dead horse. I then
had the tune installed. After miles, after the ECU adapts, my car again felt noticeably faster.
Additionally, throttle response is sharper as if the NA Cayman needs better throttle response
and the engine revs more freely. I now have a Cayman that has the power of a S while retaining
the analog feel and features hydraulic steering rack FTW and feel of a S. Next up: the Soul street
headers for what many say, is a significant power increase. Your email address will not be
published. Porsche Quantity: Porsche Nik â€” October 19, I just want to share the great
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